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Foundation for Development of
Udvada (FDU) Changes Colours

New “Scheme Of Management” A Cunning Gimmick
To Cover A Wide Gamut Of Activities,
Which Are Not At All Connected With Udvada!

Number of Trustees To Be Increased From 9 to 15

Will FDU Get Merged In The WZO In Future?
Sinister Games FDU Managing Trustee Plays!
In May, 2003, the FDU trust was registered with
the Charity Commissioner, Greater Bombay
Region, with the Settlor, D.K. Tamboly, shelling
out Rs.5,000/- in cash.

The
Trust
is
approaching
many
governmental organisations, Public Sector
Undertakings and Corporates for the
purpose of obtaining monetary grant in
order to expedite the development of the
Udwada”. (Parenthesis and emphasis ours).

In May, 2005, exactly two years later, the Settlor
became the Applicant, who again went to the
Charity Commissioner under Section 50A of The
Bombay Public Trust Act, 1950 to form a “Scheme
for Management and Administration of the
Trust”.

“Many organisations have shown the interest in
our trust and has agreed to give the donations/
grants provided the Trust has other general
objects such as medical, education, relief to
the poor and some also may insist to have
their own nominee on the Board of Trustees
in order to monitor the performance of the
Trust.” (Emphasis ours)

Read carefully what the Applicant had to state
in his Application:
“The Applicant states that after formation of the
Trust (i.e. FDU), pace of the activity of the
Trust, has increased substantially and
trustees felt need to have more objects in
Trust Deed and more Trustees on the Board.
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Have the Trustees of the FDU lost all sense
of proportion and shame that in the name
of providing basic amenities and
infrastructural facilities to the small town
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of Udvada, they are converting the FDU into
a gigantic, omnibus trust with objects
ranging from uplifting “welfare of all human
beings” or extending “assistance... for any
humanitarian activities to be undertaken
Outside India”, to encouraging and
supporting “students travelling abroad for
higher studies... by making available
financial support for their travelling,
boarding, lodging, etc. or maintaining and
assisting, financing and supporting by
monetary
assistance...
stadiums,
auditoriums, sports and games and other
social welfare works and activities in any
place in India”.

In the next paragraph of the “Scheme for
Management”, the Applicant’s real, sinister
motive comes out in the open: “The
Applicant intends to diversify the activities
of the Trust and build a name in the field of
charity. The applicant is on the board of
several other substantially large charity
trusts with corpus extending to crores of
rupees” (Read WZO, WZO, WZO!) Any goon could
ask the Applicant, if you are already on the board
of bigger charity trusts, where is the need to
create another one, and, that, too, in the name of
Udvada?!
Tamboly’s Game-Plan
The whole game-plan of the Managing
Trustee of the FDU seems to be: first, curry
favour with the two governments of India
and Gujarat, get the initial grant of Rs.121.59
lakhs, beginning with a Museum and ending
with making Udvada a “Destination Centre”,
which could elicit a sanction of nearly Rs.6
crores from the Government of India
(Details in the following pages) and then go
for the big game in the name of “Public
Charity.”

All this and much, much more in the name
of a foundation for Udvada? Aren’t there
thousands of cosmopolitan charity trusts in India
to take care of these diverse objects?
The Foundation for Development of Udvada
was established because the Governments
of India and Gujarat, basically wanted
Udvada, which houses the very sacred
Iranshah, to be preserved as a Pavitra
Yatradham
for
the
Parsee/Irani
Zoroastrians of the world, for which a total
grant of Rs.121.59 lakhs was sanctioned.
Instead, a totally cosmopolitan trust deed
was registered in May 2003 and, now, two
years later, the objects of that trust deed
have been increased from 24 to 40, having
world-wide ramifications!?

Finally, the Applicant “confirms that there is no
litigation pending against this Public Trust nor
is there any order restraining the Public Trust
from adopting the scheme for the management
and administration of this Public Trust”.
In his “Judgement”, the Asst. Charity
Commissioner states that, “The application was
filed on 15.4.2005. Since then no objection has
been received till today. Hence present inquiry
in this application is uncontested one.”

Why does D.K. Tamboly, the Applicant, want to
diversify the objects further in 2005? He himself
in his Application provides the answer: “...the
objects of the Trust need to be specified and spelt
out in detail with proper focus on the present
day and age requirements with a thrust on
finding solution to the modern age
problems”! (Emphasis ours). Are the other 7
trustees, including Chairman Dastur Khurshed
Dastur Kaikobad Dastoor, M/s. Minoo Shroff,
Burjor Antia etc. even bothering to read what’s
shoved under their nose for signature?
Vol. II. 19 & 20

Of course, the question remains: how
adequately was this application for ‘Scheme
for Management” publicised by the
Applicant?
In Para 2 of the “Judgement” it is mentioned: “The
applicant submits that the objects of the trust
need to be specified and spelt out in detail with
proper focus on the present day and age
2
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requirements and with a thrust on finding
solutions to the modern age problems.”

disastrous consequences for Paak Iranshah and
the Parsee community, if the FDU had its way in
Udvada. We had also warned against the grave
dangers of making Udvada a “World Heritage
Site”.

In para. 4, the ‘Judgement’ avers, “The applicant
further submits that there is no litigation pending
against this Public Trust nor is there any order
restraining this Public Trust from adopting the
scheme...”

(2) Those remarks had provoked the FDU to give
a long rejoinder signed by the Chairman, which
was published in Jam-e-Jamshed Weekly and The
Bombay Samachar of 29th August, 2004.

Have Parsees been caught napping once again?
Having seen the antics of the FDU Managing
Trustee in Mumbai, it is necessary to probe his
shenanigans in Gujarat, during the last six
months and how he manages to perform a
treacherous balancing act between Mumbai and
Udvada.

(3) In The Parsee Voice of August 2004 (Vol. I.
25 & 26) a detailed reply was given to that
rejoinder, which we had claimed was without any
substance.
(4) Once again, under the signature of the FDU
Chairman, two letters were published in
September, in the so-called “Parsi” press. In the
third letter, published on the 26th September,
2004, it seemed as if “the FDU has virtually
retracted from its original plan of making Udvada
a heritage-cum-tourist centre” as was stated by
us in The Parsee Voice (Vol.II. 1 & 2). We were
told that the term “Zoroastrian” used by the FDU
trustees, meant the Parsi/Irani race as is the
common practice! This certainly calls for a cynical
guffaw!

FDU Working Overtime In Udvada
Since “The Parsee Voice” last wrote about the
FDU in its October 2004 issue (Vol.II. 3 & 4),
wherein it was stated that, FDU will be kept out
of Udvada affairs, as per instructions from (the
then) Gujarat Government’s Chief Secretary,
Mr. P.K. Laheri, who is also a trustee of the FDU,
the Foundation, under the Chairman, Dastur
Khurshed Dastur Kaikobad Dastoor and the
Managing Trustee, D.K. Tamboly, has been
working overtime, once again, clandestinely, to
cook the Parsee community’s goose, in spite of
the strong protest of at least 1500 Parsee/Iranis,
who had signed a petition to the Gujarat
government last year.

(5) After criticising this definition of the FDU
trustees, some of whom are also WZO
trustees, we drew the attention of the
readers to the FDU trust deed, which listed
24 objects and which did not contain “a
single reference to Parsee Zarthoshtis”!

However, this time, around, the difference is that
the FDU pretends that it is only carrying out the
instructions given by Mr. Laheri to the Collector
of Valsad.

(6) Finally, in our October issue (Vol.II. 3 & 4),
we had printed in Gujarati, the resolution, dated
10.10.2004, passed by the Udvada Anjuman
Committee stating that only the Udvada Anjuman
Committee has the sole right to administer and
manage the entire affairs of Shreeji Iranshah. In
the same issue, it was pointed out that with the
Gujarat Chief Secretary’s letter to the Collector
of Valsad, it seems probable that FDU will be kept
out of Udvada affairs!

A Brief Re-cap
To facilitate getting the hang of what’s happening
at present, let’s briefly recapitulate what had
transpired between July and October 2004, as per
reports published in The Parsee Voice and
elsewhere.
(1) In both our fortnightlies: 1-15 and 16-31 July,
2004, we had devoted plenty of space to the
Vol. II. 19 & 20
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FDU Makes Inroads Into Udvada

permanently locked up. They felt that a new
museum would meet with a similar fate.

But that was not to be! As The Parsee Voice
very reliably learns, after the Managing Trustee
of FDU, received a letter from Mr. Laheri that
only the basic necessities for the development of
Udvada need be taken up with local authorities,
as neither the Government of India nor the
Government of Gujarat, wishes to interfere in the
controversies of an educated community like the
Parsees. (this was a reference to the signature
campaign of The Parsee Voice), some FDU
trustees worked overtime to ensure that in
no circumstances should the Rs.121.59
lakhs, to be given by the Government of
India and the Government of Gujarat be
allowed to slip out of their hands! The first
step to get the first instalment had to be
taken and fast!

But, from what follows, readers will be able
to make out the world of a difference
between the small museum on Mirza Street
and the new grandiose one coming up near
the gymkhana, for which the Tourism
Corporation of Gujarat Ltd. has already paid
the FDU in March, 2005, a sum of Rs.25 lacs!
This is the first instalment of the entire grant of
Rs.121.59 lakhs!
More than four months ago, in February 2005, a
resolution signed by Dastur Khurshed Dastur
Kaikobad Dastoor, Chairman and D.K. Tamboly,
Managing Trustee of FDU, was passed for
purchasing property, owned by one Karl Divecha
and others (former Regal Hotel), measuring more
than 2000 square yards, with the bungalow
thereon.

Cut to the letter signed by Dastur Khurshed K.
Dastoor and published in the Jame Weekly and
The Mumbai Samachar of 26th September
2004. A very pertinent paragraph therein states:
“The apprehension that establishing a museum
will result in Udvada becoming a bustling tourist
centre is totally unfounded. The word ‘tourist’ has
been twisted completely out of context. It is
envisaged that Udvada will in fact be frequented
by more Zoroastrian pilgrims (whatever that
means) with the resultant improved
infrastructure at Udvada” (Parenthesis ours).

Since The Parsee Voice had led the campaign
against making Udvada a tourist centre, another
fancy nomenclature has now been given to the
project: “Conservation/Improvement of Udvada
Town as Destination Centre in Gujarat”,
whatever that means! Notice how cleverly and
cunningly the FDU has veered around the
objections of the Parsee community in
calling Udvada a ‘tourist centre’!
But what’s worse, the sting in the FDU’s
resolution of February, lies in its tail,
wherein, the FDU trustees will not transfer
or sell the property without the Government
of India’s approval and “this property shall
be used for tourism purposes”. The road to
hell, they say, is paved with good intentions!!

The cat was very much out of the bag, then, itself!
The Parsee Voice Vol.II. 1 & 2 (September 2004)
carried this passage: “Let any reader ask
Dastur Khurshed or his co-trustees, why are
they so keen on building a museum in
Udvada, while apparently giving up tourist
lodges and heritage precinct? Because, as
we have learnt from the horse’s mouth, the
authorities will give that crore-plus rupees
only if a museum is set up in Udvada!”

By now, Tamboly had roped in H.R. Mullan, a
Senior Executive of the Bombay Parsi Punchayet,
as the Coordinator of the FDU Project! So, after
B.T. Dastur, it was H.R. Mullan! Events now
happened fast! After Pankaj Joshi, the
Conservation Architect, who was appointed
by the FDU, to refurbish the Karl Divecha
bungalow, gave his estimate, an officer from
the Tourism Corporation of Gujarat Ltd.

Museum Fast Coming Up Near Iranshah
Recently, locals of Udvada, including some
priests, told us that an earlier museum on Mirza
Street, started by the now defunct WZO Youth
Wing some years ago, is lying unused,
Vol. II. 19 & 20
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(TCGL) visited Udvada to inspect the
bungalow, in the first week of March. He
came, he saw and he okayed it! By the time,
Parsees/Iranis celebrated Jamshedi
Navroze, the first instalment of Rs.25 lakhs
was already in the kitty of the FDU!

Unanswered Questions
So many questions regarding the working of the
FDU remain unanswered. Here are some of the
pertinent ones:

•

In the end of 2002 and the beginning of 2003,
of the seven trustees only one – Jehangir R.J.
Cama was from Ahmedabad (Mr. P.K. Laheri was
the Gujarat Government representative). The
remaining five, D.K. Tamboly (Mg. Trustee),
Minoo Shroff, Burjor Antia – all BPP trustees and
two of them even WZO trustees – Homai N. Modi
and Homi B. Dhalla were all from Mumbai. Why?

The TCGL wanted the current project to be
completed by September, 2005, after which the
next instalment of the Government of India funds
would be given.
“Destination” Project
If you think that the Governments of India and
Gujarat would stop sanctioning further amounts,
once the Rs.121.59 lakhs are exhausted, you are
mistaken. Formerly, it was supposed to be a
“Tourism” project. Now, Udvada will be a
“Destination” Project. For this purpose, which will
include, improving the infrastructure, like roads,
water, electricity, even lodges, hotels, communication facilities etc., the Central Government could
sanction upto a whopping Rs.6 crores!

It was only when Dastur Khurshed of Udvada
protested early 2003, after becoming the High
Priest, that persons from Mumbai cannot know
and understand the local problems of Udvada,
that he was promptly taken in and made the
Chairman of the FDU.
Why is it that for a project entirely to be
•
executed in the State of Gujarat, the FDU
was registered in 2003 with the Mumbai
Charity Commissioner? This particular
aspect deserves to be investigated further.

Notice the subtle manner in which the FDU is
circumventing the objections raised by the Parsee
community. By and large, Parsees wanted
Udvada gaam to remain so, with improvement in
the present infrastructural facilities. Instead, the
FDU, with an increased number of trustees (a
couple of them being from the Udvada Anjuman,
albeit okayed by Dastur Khurshed), wants to
convert Udvada into a modern town, which could
automatically find a place in all tourist maps of
the world!! A young lady from the USA recently
told us that Udvada has already found a place in
“The Lost Planet”, a guide featuring world tourist
spots!

After The Parsee Voice exposed the activities
•
of the FDU, last year, the venue for the meetings
of FDU has been moved to the BPP office in
Mumbai. Has FDU been made a subsidiary of the
BPP?!
Has FDU become a one-man show that
•
whatever the Managing Trustee writes is simply
okayed by the other trustees, including the
Chairman? We certainly don’t think that the
other hand-picked trustees are mere jee-huzoors!
Then, why don’t they apply their minds?

The FDU trustees also dream of integrating
Udvada, Navsari and Sanjan so as to convert
the “Destination” project into an “Integrated” one, with the cost going up to Rs.10
crores!! Kiska Baap Ki Diwali? If Nature, in
the meanwhile, takes a hand, as it has done
recently in the whole of the South Gujarat on a
small scale, these dreams of the FDU trustees
could overnight become pipedreams!
Vol. II. 19 & 20

•

We believe we are right in thinking that what
most Parsees, who visit Udvada want, is a
reasonable, decent stay with proper, adequate
water supply, electricity and non-bumpy roads.
They go there on a PILGRIMAGE to offer their
thanks and prayers, and ask for legitimate boons
from Holy Iranshah, on whose centre, stands
the spiritual Pav Mahal, created by the
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couple of selected Udvada Anjuman
members as trustees, strikes at the very
roots of our existence? If FDU is not checked
now, it will have unbridled powers to create
havoc not only in Udvada and other parts of
Gujarat, but in the entire Parsee
community, with Big Brother WZO always
watching and waiting for an opportunity to
strike!

highly
saintly
Mobedan
Mobed,
Nairyosangh Dhaval, because of which
alone, the Parsee community has survived,
flourished and prospered, and because of
which, it will continue to exist, even in a
truncated state, till the good times come!
Then, where is the need for a modern
Museum, with the latest amenities like a
reception centre, even a Tourist Lodge with
dining room and kitchen??

If, after all this, the FDU trustees continue to
hoodwink and fool the community by their
lengthy rejoinders and talk of preserving the
sanctity of Iranshah, know that hypocrisy never
had bigger advocates this side of the Arabian Sea!

Isn’t it high time all right-thinking
•
Parsee/ Irani Zarthoshtis lodge a serious
complaint with the Governments of India
and Gujarat and nip the FDU in the bud,
before FDU, even though containing a

PRACTISE YOUR RELIGION
Neville Sorabji Gandhi
Loving Attitude and is also well known for
Philantropy. Parsi Zarathushti Community, despite
being small in number has earned a reputation that
is unsurpassed. Most of our ancestors practised the
Religion with sincerity and dedication. However, there
is a change in the thinking of today’s generation. We
are more concentrating in acquiring
materialistic achievements and seldom try to
fulfill our spiritual and religious duties.

Many religions having different customs, traditions
and rituals are being practiced on this earth. All the
religions have more or less common teachings of
Goodness and Virtues. I am not comparing any one
religion to the other because each of them has its own
set of rules and followers. In the absence of religions,
the world would have been different, perhaps akin to
a dark jungle.
I am particularly concerned about our own
Mazdayasni Zarathushti Religion that is grossly being
misunderstood and misconstrued of late. A few
members having malafide intentions are misleading
our brethren who are either disinterested or careless
towards practicing the religion.

Recently, there have been write-ups in the Press by
our very own Parsis openly propagating and
supporting conversion and inter-marriages. People
have started defying and negating our Holy Scriptures
to suit their choices. Our community has survived for
thousands of years because our forefathers righteously
followed the religious scriptures by marrying within
the community and never converting people from other
faiths. Our Ethnicity and Parsipanu has been
maintained by sincere Religious Practices.

It is recorded in history that our ancestors left Iran to
save our religion and to preserve the unique identity
of the Mazdayasni Zarthoshtis, for generations to
follow. But recently it is observed that a few heterodox
Parsis with the help of a few Juddins are trying to
distort the teachings of our Prophet Asho
Zarathushtra. The print media and even television and
radio are being used to mislead the people and
consequently give a bad name to our Community. Our
Community is known for Quality and not Quantity
and has Pioneers in almost all the fields and
industries. Parsee Community is known for its Peace
Vol. II. 19 & 20

Our religion will survive for many more years if we
continue to lead our lives according to the Tenets of
our Religion.
May Dadaar Ahurmazd bless us with Wisdom to
choose the Right Path!
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A°a. X$u. ey. _p° _hp° ^X$pL$p°!
D]$ h pX$ p dp¨ Ap^y r _L$ k¨ N ∞ l ı\p__u \[u [X$ p L° $ d pf [• e pfu
kfL$ p f [fa\u Íp. 25 gpM dmu `Z Nep!
D]$ h pX$ p _y ¨ _pd A_° AdpÍ¨ L$ p d! A° r_ed A_y k pf
A° a .X$ u .ey . A° `p° [ p_u ”ıV$ X$ u X$ d p¨ L$ f ° g p AZOV$ [ p a° f apfp° !
Óu∆ `pL$ Cfp_ipl_u [p° L$ p ° C hp[S> _\u L$ f [y ¨ !
]$ u _]$ p f ld]$ u _p° A ° Ap_u kpd° ‚bm `p° L $ p f DW$ p hhp° S > ≈° B A° , _tl [p°
kphÆ S >r_L$ ”ıV$ `pfku L$ p ° d _° rh_pi_u MpX$ u dp¨ S > ^L° $ g u ]° $ i ° !
lp°e A°d gpN[y¨ _\u. L$pfZ –epf `R>u \p°X$pL$S> hM[dp¨ D]$hpX$pdp¨
`°gy ÁeyrTed Ecy¨ L$fhp dpV°$ Qæ$p° Nr[dp_ L$fu ]°$hpdp¨ ApÏep¨.

Ap A¨L$_p¨ A¨N∞°∆ rhcpNdp¨ g¨bpZ \u b[phhpdp¨ ApÏey¨ R>° L°$ L°$hu
eysº[\u, apDﬁX°$i_ ap°f X$uh°g`d°ﬁV$ Apµa D]$hpX$p _p¨ d°_°∆¨N ”ıV$u,
]$u. L°$. [¨bp°guA°, Ap ”ıV$_° `yf°`yÍ kphÆS>r_L$ A_° rhqh^gnu b_phu,
dy¨bB [°dS> NyS>fp[dp¨ `p°[p_u fu[ dyS>b_u fd[p° fdu f¸p R>°.

Vy¨$L$dp¨ C.k. 2005 _p¨ kpgdp¨ Ap A°a.X$u.ey.A° `p°[p_p°S> L$L$L$p° Mfp°
L$fhp_y¨ bvXy$ TX$‡ey¨. A_° A° `Z L°$hu fu[°?

d| m hp[ [p° A° R>° L° $ , 3 hjÆ ANpD, tl]$ A_° Ny S >fp[_u
kfL$ p fp° A ° D]$ h pX$ p Npd_° `pfku S>f\p° Ì [uAp° _ u kNhX$ dpV° $
`rh” ep”p ^pd_u D`dp Ap`u, ƒep¨ ApNm ky ^ pfph^pfpAp° L$ f hp, L° $ V $ g uL$ k| Q _pAp° L$ f u l[u. [°dp¨ rhj°iÍ`°
D]$hpX$p Npddp¨ rhS>mu_p° `yfhW$p° r_erd— L$fhp°, `pZu_u kdıep ]|$f
L$fhu, fı[pAp° ky^pfhp A_° ]$f°L$ ‚L$pf_u N¨]$L$u ]|$f L$fhu.

1) Ap hjÆ_u iÍAp[dp¨ A°a.X$u.ey _p¨ Q°fd°_ ]$ı[yf Myfi°]$ ]$ı[yf
L°$L$p°bp]$ A_° d°_°∆¨N ”ıV$u, ]$u.L°$. [¨bp°guA° A°L$ W$fph `kpf L$ep£,
S>°dp¨ Óu L$pgÆ r]h°Qp_p° b¨Ngp° ƒep¨ ANpD fuNg lp°V$g l[y¨, S>° 2070
Qp°fk hpf _u S>Np ∆dMp_p _S>]$uL$ fp°L°$ R>°, [° h°Qp[p° gC [°_° A°L$
Ap^y_uL$ k¨N∞lı\p_dp¨ a°fhhy¨! Ap_p k¨]Æ$cdp¨ Mpk S>Zphhp_y¨ L°$ C.k.
2004 _p¨ ^u `pfku hpµ C k _p¨ A°L$ A¨L$dp¨ Adp°A° MyÎÎpy¨ gøey¨ l[y¨
L°$ Ap ÁeyqTed_y¨ [|[ A°a.X$u.A° R>p°X$hp dp¨N[yS> _\u L$pfZ cpf[_u
[°dS> NyS>fp[ kfL$pfp° [fa\u d¨S|>f L$f°gu Íp 121.59 gpM_u _pZp¨_u
fL$d –epf°S> dm° L°$ ƒepf° `l°gp [bΩ$pdp¨ A°L$ k¨O∞lı\p_ Dcy¨ \pe
[p°S>!

Ap AN–e_p dyÿpAp° D`fp¨[ –ep¨ `l°gp [bΩ$pdp¨ A°L$ Ap¤yr_L$
ÁeyqTed `Z Ecy¨ L$fhp_u hp[ Ne° hj£ hl°[u dyL$pC l[u. [° D`fp¨[
B.k. 2004 dp¨ A°a.X$u.ey. D]$hpX$p_° `eÆV$_ L°$ﬁ÷ b_phhp_u rlgQpg
`Z L$fhpdp¨ Aphu l[u. [°_u kpd° ^u `pfku hpµ C k
k° gNcN 1500
S>f\p°Ì[uAp°_u kluAp° gB_° NyS>fp[ kfL$pf_° S>ZpÏey¨ l[y¨ L°$ S>° Npddp¨
Adpfp `pL$ Bfp_ipl R>°, –ep¨ bu∆ L$p°C`Z kp¨ıL©$r[L$ ‚h©r[Ap° lp°hu
≈°CA° _lu.

A° V $ g ° r]$ h ° Q p_p° b¨ N gp° Íp. 25 gpM_° MQ£ S>° Ny S >fp[ kfL$ p f°
A° a .X$ u .ey _° dpQÆ 2005 dp¨ Q| L $ Ï ep l[p, [° Ap ”ıV° $ Mfu]$ u
gu^p° .

NyS>fp[ kfL$pf [fa\u –epf `R>u [° h°mp_p¨ dyøe krQh, Óu. `u.L°$.
gl°fuA°, A°a.X$u.ey_p ”ıV$uAp°_° `” gMu A°hu bf_y¨ S>ZpÏey¨ l[y¨ L°$
NyS>fp[ kfL$pf L°$ cpf[ kfL$pf ›hpfp `pfku S>°hu rirn[ L$p°d_p A¨N[
rhhp]$dp¨ `X$hp_° b]$g° D]$hpX$p_p rhL$pk dpV°$ S>° ‚p\rdL$ S>Íqfep[p°
R>° [° `yfu `pX$hp_u L$pdNufu ı\pr_L$ Ar^L$pfuAp° dpfa[ L$fphhu,
S>°\u Ap A¨N° Ïesº[N[ rhfp°^ h√Q° dl–h_y¨ L$pd rhg¨bdp¨ _ d|L$pe...
D]$hpX$p A¨≈yd_ kp\° QQpÆ rhQpfZp L$fu ı\pr_L$ gp°L$p°_p° klL$pf gC
L$pd ApNm h^° [° dpV°$ kp• ‚e–_iug fl°...

2) D`gpS> W$ f phdp¨ A° h y ¨ `Z k| Q hhpdp¨ ApÏey ¨ l[y ¨ L° $ Ap
Íp. 25 gpM_u rdgL$ [ Ap_¨ ] $ `eÆ V $ _ dpV° $ (Vy $ q fTd dpV° $ )
hp`fhpdp¨ Aphi° . ep_° L° $ Ap Áey r Ted A° L $ `eÆ V $ L $ ApLÆ $ j Z
[fuL° $ Dcy ¨ \i° .
3) bk A°L$hpf Ap `l°gp° l‡[p° d˛ep° `R>u [p° `|R>hy¨S> iy¨? ≈[≈[_u
`°V$p ep°S>_pAp° OX$hpdp¨ Aphu. L$ﬁTh£i_ ApfqL$V°$L$V$ `¨L$S> ≈°iu_°
Ap ÁeyrTed Dcy¨ L$fhp dpV°$ k|Q_p \C. Ap Ap^y_qL$ ÁeyrTeddp¨
hmu A°L$ fuk°‡i_ k¢V$f A_° Vy$qfıV$ gp°X$S>_u `Z ≈°NhpC L$fhpdp¨
Aphi°!

Ap b^y¨ A°a.X$u.ey. _p° ”ıV$uAp°, A_° Mpk L$fu_° d°_°∆¨N ”ıV$u_° fy√ey¨
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h^pfpAp° L$fhp_p R>°. [°dS> h^y ”ıV$uAp° (9 \u h^pfu_° 15) g°hp_p
R>°!

NyS>fp[ kfL$pf_p¨ _hp h°dpegp dyøe krQh, Óu kyr^f dp¨L$X°$ (Óu.
`u.L°$. gl°fu, 31du dpQÆ, 2005 dp¨ r_h©[ \ep l[p A_° ApS>°
kf]$pf kfp°hf _dÆ]$p r_Nd _p¨ Q°fd°_ [fuL°$ Ap°›^p° k¨cpm° R>°.)
A°a.X$u.ey. _° S>ZpÏey L°$ k‡V°$Ábf 2005 ky^udp¨, cpf[ kfL$pf _p¨
k|Q_ dyS>b Ap ÁeyrTedhpmp° `l°gp° [bΩ$p° `|fp° \C S>hp° ≈°CA°.

hmu Apd `Z L$ l ° h pdp¨ ApÏey ¨ L° $ Ap A° a .X$ u .ey . ”ıV$ OZu
kfL$ p fu k¨ ı \pAp° A_° L¨ $ ` _uAp° rh._° rh_¨ [ u L$ f u f¸y ¨ R>° L° $
A° A p° _ ° OfMd _pZp¨ _ u fL$ d D]$ h pX$ p _p¨ rhL$ p k dpV° $ Ap`hu!!!

4) Ap [p° S>°hy¨ ]$]$w_° ≈°C[y¨ l[y¨, [°hy¨S> h•]°$ afdpÏey¨! ]$u.L°$. [¨bp°guA°
L°$V$gpL$ dl–h_p¨ `Ngp¨ [p–L$pmuL$ gC gu^p¨. A°a.X$u.ey. _p° [dpd
L$pfp°bpf d¨ybC_u `pfku `¨Qpe[_p A°L$ hX$p A°L$TºeyqV$h, lp°du `u.
dyÎgp¨_° ‚p°S>°L$V$ Ly$Ap°fqX$_°V$f b_phhpdp¨ ApÏep. A°V$g° lh° fp°∆¨]$p°
L$pfcpf dy¨bC_u `pfku `¨Qpe[_u Ap°qakdp¨\uS> \i°!

ep_° L° $ bﬁﬁp° kfL$ p fp° `pk° \ u gNcN Íp. 1 L$ f p° X $ , 21 gpM
60 l≈f dmhp D`fp¨ [ Ap Npd_p¨ L$ l ° h p[p rhL$ p k dpV° $ bu≈
gpMp° Ír`ep ≈l° f A° L $ d p° `pk° \ u L$ Y $ p hhp_u Ap ”ıV$ `° f hu
L$ f ° R>° !
[° D`fp¨ [ [° A° s ‡gL° $ i _ dp¨ A° d `Z gøey ¨ R>° L° $ , OZu _hu
blpf_u k¨ ı \pAp° A ° A° a .X$ u .ey . dp¨ fk ]° $ M pX$ e p° R>° . `f¨ [ y A° L $
if[ L$ f u R>° L° $ crhÛedp¨ [° A p° _ p¨ ‚r[r_^Ap° _ ° `Z A° a .X$ u .ey .
_p¨ bp° X Æ $ `f g° h p!!

X° $ r ıV$ _ ° i _ k° ﬁ V$ f
5) D]$hpX$p Npd,ƒep¨ Óu∆ `pL$ Cfp_ipl 250 hjpÆ D`f\u hk° R>°,
S>° `pfku S>f\p°Ì[uAp°_y¨ k]$uAp°\u ep”p^pd L$l°hpe R>°, ƒep¨ `pfkuCfp_u S>f\p°Ì[uAp°, ]y$r_ep_p Sy>]$pSy>]$p cpNp° dp¨\u S>l°d[p° L$fu, kpQp
cqL$[hph\u `^pf° R>° [° lh° `pL$ Cfp_ipl_p¨ `rh” ^pd_° b]$g° a°ﬁku
X° $ r ıV$ _ ° i _ k° ﬁ V$ f _p¨ _pd° crhÛedp¨ Ap°mMpi°. Ap_p° A\Æ iy¨ [°
Ad_° `Z Mbf _\u. `Z A° L $ hp[ Qp° Ω $ k : ≈° Ap cp• r [L$
S>X$ h p]$ u ‚h© r —Ap° kpd° , [p–L$ p rgL$ AV$ L $ p h gphhpdp¨ _tl
Aph° [p° Aph[p A° L $ hjÆ d p¨ S > ^pfp_p ^pfp `fL$ p ° d _p¨ gp° L $ p °
]° $ i rh]° $ i \u D[fu Aphi° S >, L$ p fZ fı[pAp° `Z `pL$ p
b_phhpdp¨ Aphi° , rhS>mu `y f hW$ p ° ep° ¡ e ‚dpZdp¨ li° A_°
N¨ ] $ L $ u `Z L° $ V $ g ° ]$ f S>S>° ]| $ f \C li° .

L$p°W$mpdp¨\u rbgpX$u [p° –epf `R>u Ap A°r‡gL°$i_dp¨ blpf `X°$ R>°.
Q°qfV$u L$rdi_f_° L$l°hpdp¨ ApÏey¨ R>° L°$ A°a.X$u.ey. A°L$ dp°Vy¨$ `sÂgL$
Q°qfV$u ”ıV$ R>° A_° bu≈ ≈l°f Q°qfV$u ”ıV°$ ≈°X°$ L$pd L$fi° A°V$gy¨S>
_tl, `Z ≈° hM[ ApÏh° S>Íf S>ZpB, [p° AphpS> ‚L$pf_p¨ ”ıV$p°$
kp\° A°L$uL$fZ (merge) \hp_u `Z k¨cph[p Mfu!
A° V $ g ° , D]$ h pX$ p _y ¨ _pd A_° AdpÍ¨ L$ p d! Ap r_ed A_y k pf
A° a .X$ u .ey _p ”ıV$ u Ap° Ap k¨ ` | Z Æ kphÆ S >r_L$ (cosmopolitan)
”ıV$ S>° aL$ [ D]$ h pX$ p Npd_° ky r h^pAp° dm° [° _ ° dpV° $ S > k≈Æ e ¨ y
R>° [° _ ° lh° `rÂgL$ Q° q fV$ u ”ıV$ _ u D`dp Ap`u R>° â ° L$ ] $ p Q
`° g p _pdQu_ WZO _u kp\° d° m hu g° h pdp¨ Aph° [p° _hpC
_tl.

Ap R>°ÎÎpp rhjep° dpV°$ [p° [dpd `pfku L$p°d_u hjp£\u dp¨N R>°! `f¨[y
[° D`fp¨[ ÁeyrTed\u iÍAp[ L$fu A°L$ Ap^yr_L$ X°$rıV$_°i_ k°ﬁV$f
[fuL°$ ]y$r_epdp¨ D]$hpX$p dpV°$ ≈l°fp[p° A_° ‚Qpfp° \pe, [p° aL$[
`pfkuAp°_y¨ A°L$my¨S> ^prdÆL$ ı\m_° b]$g°, A°L$ ‚h[Ædp_ V|$rfıV$p° _°
Ap_¨]$ d°mÏhp_u S>¡ep [fuL°$ `¨L$pC S>i°, A°dp¨ b° d[ L$p°C iL°$S>
_tl!

8) Ne° hjÆ° S>epf° O$ u `pfku hpµ C k° L°$V$guL$ lL$uL$[p° fSy> L$fu l[u
–epf° A°a.X$u.ey. A° ≈d°dp¨ gp¨bp MygpkpAp° L$fu Mp°V$p fr]$epAp° Ap‡ep
l[p. Ap hM[° `Z [°d \pe A° b_hp≈°N R>°. ”ıV$ X$ u X$ _ u A¨ ] $ f
S>° lh° 40 (24_p 40 L$ e pÆ ) _° d p° (objects) R>° [° d p¨ \ u aL$ [
11 Apµ Â S>° L $ V $ k dp¨ S > D]$ h pX$ p _p° Dâ° M R>° . bpL$ u _p¨ d p¨ [p°
A° h p objects R>° L° $ S>° b^p¨ S > Q° q fV$ u ”ıV$ p ° _ u _° d p° _ ° Aphfu
g° R>° . A° V $ g y ¨ S > _tl `Z ApMp¨ rl]y $ ı [p_ A_° [dpd rh_°
dpV° $ A° a .X$ u .ey . ı\`pey ¨ lp° e A° h p A° L ° $ L $ p clauses dy L ° $ g p
R>° ! !

6) Adpfp ]$ u _]$ p f hp¨ Q L$ p ° _ ° Adp° Mpk Q° [ hZu Í`° afu\u
S>ZphuA° R>uA° L° $ A° a .X$ u .ey _p¨ ”ıV$ X$ u X$ _ p¨ A° L $ A ° L $ D`hpºe
ep M¨ X $ d p¨ A° L $ iÂ]$ `Z S>f\p° Ì [u/`pfku S>° h p° R>° S > _ql¨ !
Adp° A ° Ne° hj£ cpf`| h Æ L $ S>ZpÏey ¨ l[y ¨ L° $ A° a .X$ u .ey . A° L $ [dpd
kphÆ S >_uL$ ”ıV$ R>° , A_° [° _ u kpd° kM[ hp¨ ^ p° g° h p° ≈° C A° .
d° _ ° ∆ ¨ N ”ıV$ u _y ¨ _hy ¨ A° s ‡gL° $ i _
7) lh° A°a.X$u.ey. _p¨ ”ıV$uAp°A° MfX°$gp `Np° NpguQp ky^u L°$hu fu[°
Ap hjÆ_p¨ A°r‚g-d° drl_pAp°dp¨ g¨bpÏep [° Ap A¨L$_p A¨N∞°∆
rhcpNdp¨ rhı[pfu_° Ap‡ey¨ R>°. Alv V|¨$L$dp¨ Ll°hp_y¨ L°$ A°r‚g drl_pdp¨
d°_°∆¨N ”ıV$uA° A°L$ AfS> dy¨bC_p¨ Q°qfV$u L$rdi_f _° Lfu, L°$ ƒep¨
Ap ”ıV$ f°∆ıVÆ$X$ \A°gy¨ R>°.

9) ≈° ]$u_]$pf ld]$u_p° l∆ `Z JX$u Npa°rge[dp¨S> flu Ly¨$cL$fZ_u
JOdp¨ `X$epS> fl°i°, [p° Óu∆ `pL$ Cfp_ipl A_° [°d_p¨ L°$ﬁ÷ D`f_p¨
`phdl°g_u [g°kdp° S>° l∆ \p°X$u bQ°gu R>° [°_u iu lpg[ \i° A°
[p° Ad° L$Î`u `Z _\u iL$[p. My]$p `pL$ L$p°d_p¨ cprhL$ ^yf¨^fp°_°
≈N©[ L$f° A_° Ap b]$u AlvS> ]$a_phu ]°$, A°hu Adpfu ‚dpZuL$
]y$hp R>°.

Ap A°s‡gL°$i_dp¨ ]$u.L°$. [¨bp°guA° S>ZpÏey¨ L°$ Ap ”ıV$_u ‚h©r—Ap°
OZu h^u NA°gu lp°hp\u A°Ap°_° ”ıV$_p¨ _°dp° (objects) dp¨
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